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Abstract—High-definition TV and interactive services bring a new viewing experience for the audience, and services such as video-on-demand and TV of yesterday have begun to occupy a certain part of the viewing market gradually. Based on actual viewing records, this paper compares the differences between users’ viewing time on live TV, video-on-demand service and TV of yesterday service and employs the ARMA model to analyze users’ VOD viewing behaviour. The results show that the overall users’ VOD viewing behaviour presents a certain periodicity and users are more likely to enjoy VOD service on weekends than workdays. And the time series of viewing length on VOD per day is short-time related, so previous week’s data can be used to predict future. The results of this paper can help TV network operators make strategy for business development.
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I. INTRODUCTION

High-definition TV and interactive services have bring audiences a new viewing experience with less restrictions of time. Under this circumstance, analysis of users’ viewing behaviour plays an important role in helping network operators formulating the development strategy. Existing TV services include TV live viewing, video-on-demand (VOD) service, TV of yesterday as well as other TV applications. Specifically, TV live viewing is the traditional TV business, while VOD allow users to select programs they like, TV of yesterday allow users to look back on the TV programs which have been broadcasted during the past week. Related studies have showed that broadcasting time is one of the important factors affect users’ viewing behaviour[1].

Users’ viewing behaviour can be regarded as time-series from time dimension, so time series data mining methods can be used to discover the hidden information and knowledge from historical data. According to different research tasks, time series data mining including time trend analysis, similarity search of time series, pattern mining of time series, clustering and classification of time series, time series visualization and time series prediction[2]. Applying these methods to the field of viewing behaviour analysis, audience rating prediction is one of the most popular issues. Specifically, there are two kinds of predicting methods, including prediction based on classification method[3,4,5] and prediction based on time series[6,7], the former method focuses on finding out factors that may affect the ratings and predict the level(for example, high, middle or low) of ratings while the latter can offer a more detailed numerical result on condition that the sequence is stable in the long term.

II. MODEL AND DATA SOURCE

A. ARMA model

The most common models for stationary time series prediction include the Auto Regression (AR) model, the Moving Average (MA) model and the ARMA model.

For AR system, the response at time t is directly related to the response before and the disturbance at time t. It has the following structure[8]:

\[ X_t = \phi_1 X_{t-1} + \phi_2 X_{t-2} + \ldots + \phi_p X_{t-p} + \epsilon_t \]  \hspace{1cm} (1)

Where \( \phi_i \neq 0 \), and \( E(\epsilon_t) = 0, Var(\epsilon_t) = \delta_\epsilon^2 \), and \( E(\epsilon_s \epsilon_t) = 0 \) when \( s \neq t \), and \( E(X_s \epsilon_t) = 0 \) when \( s < t \).

For MA system, the response at time t is directly related to the disturbance at time t and before t. It has the following structure[8]:

\[ X_t = \mu + \epsilon_t - \theta_1 \epsilon_{t-1} - \theta_2 \epsilon_{t-2} - \ldots - \theta_q \epsilon_{t-q} \]  \hspace{1cm} (2)

Where \( \theta_i \neq 0 \), and \( E(\epsilon_t) = 0, Var(\epsilon_t) = \delta_\epsilon^2 \), and \( E(\epsilon_s \epsilon_t) = 0 \) when \( s \neq t \).

For ARMA system, the response at time t is directly related to both the response at time before and the disturbance at time t and before. It has the following structure[8]:

\[ X_t = \phi_0 + \phi_1 X_{t-1} + \phi_2 X_{t-2} + \ldots + \phi_p X_{t-p} + \epsilon_t - \theta_1 \epsilon_{t-1} - \theta_2 \epsilon_{t-2} - \ldots - \theta_q \epsilon_{t-q} \]  \hspace{1cm} (3)

Where \( \phi_i \neq 0, \theta_i \neq 0 \), and \( E(\epsilon_t) = 0, Var(\epsilon_t) = \delta_\epsilon^2 \), and \( E(\epsilon_s \epsilon_t) = 0 \) when \( s \neq t \), and \( E(X_s \epsilon_t) = 0 \) when \( s < t \).

The general process of time series analysis is showed in Fig.1[8].
B. Data source

The viewing record used in this paper is provided by Beijing CUC-RZ Media Research Company. They are records of 125,456 families in Xi’an, Shanxi Province in 56 days, including 40 working days and 16 non-working days from March 3, 2014 to April 27, 2014. The format of viewing record is shown in Table 1.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>User id</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Start time</th>
<th>End time</th>
<th>Channel id</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>S20</td>
<td>Yymmdd10</td>
<td>Time8</td>
<td>Time8</td>
<td>$8.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 Format of Viewing Records

III. ANALYSIS OF USERS’ VIEWING TIME

A. Overall viewing time analysis

In the 56 days, there are 125,456 viewing households, with 119,726 households (95.43%) viewing live TV, 62,053 households (49.46%) enjoying VOD service and 40,066 households (31.94%) enjoying TV of yesterday service. Calculating the number of online users for each hour of the day and computing an average. As shown in Fig. 2, there are significantly more users watching live TV than VOD or TV of yesterday. For these three kinds of TV services, the maximum number of users appears at 9 p.m., 8 p.m. and 10 p.m. respectively, and the corresponding number is 33,547, 6,364 and 2,132.

Figure 2. Number of viewing users at each hour of day

Calculate the overall viewing length spend on the three kinds of TV services and the result shows that TV live service occupies 86 percent of overall viewing length while VOD service accounts for 11 percent and TV of yesterday service accounts for 3 percent. Then calculate the proportion of viewing length spend on each service at each hour of day. As shown in Fig. 3, the total viewing length of TV-on-demand and TV of yesterday occupy a quite small proportion from 6 a.m. to 8 a.m., the rate starts to grow from 8 a.m. to 5 p.m. and achieves the maximum at 5 p.m. with a percentage of 17.75%, and then it declines a little and keep steady during night.

Figure 3. Proportion of viewing length of each TV service

As shown in Fig. 4, the prime time of TV of yesterday service is later than that of VOD service. Specifically, the prime time of VOD service is from 6 p.m. to 10 p.m., with the maximum of viewing length arriving at 8 p.m. And the prime time of TV of yesterday service is from 8 p.m. to 11 p.m., with the maximum of viewing length arriving at 10 p.m.

Figure 4. Viewing length spend on VOD and TV of yesterday

B. Analysis of VOD viewing

Calculate the viewing length on VOD service per day and the time series is shown in Fig. 5. The sequence presents a certain periodicity and cycles for 7 days. As shown in Fig. 5, there are 8 peaks and each peak corresponding to Saturday or Sunday, indicating that the users spend more time enjoying VOD on weekends than workdays.

Applying the stationary test of time series, calculating the autocorrelation and partial autocorrelation coefficient. As shown in Fig. 6 and Fig. 7, the autocorrelation coefficient fall outside two standard deviations when delay 1 order, 3 order, 4 order and 7 order, after 7 order it’s within two standard deviations. The partial autocorrelation coefficient fall outside the two standard deviations when delay 1 order, 2 order, 6 order and 7 order, and after 7 order it’s within two standard deviations. Since autocorrelation function presents like tailing while partial autocorrelation function presents like truncation, indicating the AR(Auto Regressive) model may be suitable. Applying the ADF(Augmented Dickey-Fuller) test and the result shows that the sequence does not contain a unit root and it’s stable.

Figure 5. Analyzing VOD viewing
Determine the order of model according to the Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC). The BIC value is minimum when p=7 and q=0, indicating AR(7) may be the right model. Estimate parameters using the least squares method, result shows that the parameter is significant at p=1 and p=7. Applying the white noise test to model with only $\phi_7 \neq 0$ and model with $\phi_7 \neq 0$ and $\phi_1 \neq 0$, the result shows that the residual sequences of both models are white noise, indicating that both models are effective. Taking into account the simplicity of model, select the model with only $\phi_7 \neq 0$ and the final model is showed below.

$$X_t = 50278.2 + 0.896X_{t-7} + \varepsilon_t$$ (4)

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Viewing behavior analysis of the specific region shows that live channels still occupy a major part of TV viewing market, with the percentage of 86% overall viewing length while VOD service accounts for 11 percent and TV of yesterday service accounts for 3 percent. The prime time of VOD service is from 6 p.m. to 10 p.m., which nearly matches the traditional prime time of TV viewing (from 7 p.m. to 11 p.m.). And the prime time for TV of yesterday service is from 6 p.m. to 11 p.m., which is a little later than the traditional prime time. Users’ VOD viewing behavior presents a certain periodicity and cycles for 7 days. Users tend to spend more time viewing VOD on weekends than weekdays. The time series of VOD viewing length per day is short-time related, so previous week’s data can be used to predict the future.

This paper focused on analyzing the overall users’ VOD viewing behavior from time dimension, future study will center on applying the result to personalized service such as program recommendation.
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